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Introduction
Nowadays companies grow fast and naturally this process is followed by personnel
changes, hiring new employees, assigning new roles and creating new projects and tasks very
often. All of it brings transformation of business processes, new business rules, policies and
active organizational structures. Accordingly, the need to keep all identity information up to date,
secure and protected is strong. From technical point of view, it is necessary to set up approval
processes, synchronize data, integrate systems, format and transform data, set protocols
leading to speeding up IT processes and with efficiency cut IT costs. It is needed to let identity
management and identity governance run a dialogue. The way how to manage it is called
midPoint.
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midPoint
MidPoint is unique open source solution
combining

identity

management

and

identity

governance. It covers both technological and
business

requirements.

Intense

development

activities guarantee the technologically innovative
solution which can work effectively for years. And
what makes midPoint so special? The fact that it is
an open source product with services covering all
customer’s needs, it is supported by developers

What organizations is
midPoint suitable for?

themselves and subscribers have influence on the
product roadmap. Timeless open source model

Higher Education

allows a completely transparent approach and
constantly growing vibrant engineering and business
Banking

community.

Financial

Telco

Healthcare

Version 4.3 “Faraday”

Science

Release 4.3 is a thirty-fifth midPoint release
code-named Faraday. The 4.3 release brings
performance improvements, user interface and
diagnostic

improvements

and

major

Governmental entities

internal

improvements. Michael Faraday (1791-1867) was

Manufacturing

an English scientist who contributed to the study of
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electromagnetism and electrochemistry. His research on electricity and magnetic fields lead him
to inventions of electromagnetic rotary devices, which formed the foundation of electric motor
technology. He was one of the most influential scientists in history, paving the way for practical
use of electricity in technology. Even though it might not been obvious during his lifetime,
Faraday's work changed our lives forever.
Similarly to Faraday's inventions, midPoint 4.3 brings radical improvements. However,
most of the improvements are still hidden under the hood. MidPoint 4.3 is paving the way for
major leap in performance and scalability that is planned for midPoint 4.4. Yet, midPoint 4.3 still
brings significant benefits on its own. There are numerous improvements to user interface and
diagnostics, as well as performance improvements. MidPoint 4.3 is a significant step in the
direction of large-scale midPoint deployments.

MidPoint’s top features
Provisioning

Identity governance

Archetypes

Organizational
structure

Audit

Approvals

Entitlement
management

Credential
management

And many
more!

Evolveum
Evolveum is an open company with experience in the field that reaches back to 2000. With
its high development performance Evolveum constantly works on improvement of its identity &
organization management and governance platiorm midPoint. This progress of midPoint is
covered by its 35 releases, which met the needs of its clients. Nowadays Evolveum focuses on
enhancement of midPoint’s governance feature, organization management and management of
user roles to keep up with clients’ growing requirements. Company’s future vision is to keep it’s
clients technically up to date as well as offer a platform capable of offering a solution of clients’
business problems.
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